TECHNICAL ASSISTANT
HARDWORKING, CURIOUS AND TECHNICALLY MINDED
Acknowledge every colleague, customer and contractor in a friendly way
Uphold high levels of work you can be proud of so that no-one is disappointed
Assist colleagues in a proactive and positive way so that everyone feels valued
Uphold outstanding levels of quality and service to overcome any challenge
Ensure that the service you provide is never just fine, it is always excellent

What about you?
A clear communicator with a natural character
A genuine team player with a warmth of spirit
Inquisitive, keen to learn how things work, with a thirst for knowledge
Comfortable with technical repairs, bringing a blend of enthusiasm and
devotion
A hardworking, flexible problem solver determined to raise the bar
A cheerful colleague offering a double measure of fun!

What will you be doing?
Carrying out daily building checks and working through maintenance projects
Investigating faults and thinking on your feet to develop workable solutions
Assisting with a of range plumbing, lighting, decorating and carpentry works
Learning the workings of our car-ride and undertaking its repairs and servicing
Prioritising personal, colleague and customer safety in everything you do
Contract
Hours
Salary

full time, 36.25 hours per week
rota based, includes evenings and weekends
£9.86 per hour

You will be busy; on your feet all day and you will be
constantly learning! Our friendly technical team will
look after you and encourage you to reach your full
potential through regular training and coaching.

What about us?
We are a team of friendly and passionate storytellers in a five-star visitor
attraction, and our vision is to make the world fall in love with Scotch whisky!
Why not have a look around our website, or to get a better feel for our team’s
enthusiasm, expertise and personality, why not read our blog?
Our technical assistants ensure that everything in our building runs smoothly
and safely- from our tour’s AV equipment to our building’s fire warning
system.

Interested?
Do you think you’d bring something special to our team? Then we’d love to
hear from you! Ideally you will have worked in maintenance before, but
maybe you love tinkering with cars or bikes, or perhaps you love building
things. If so, your application will really stand out. Tell us why you’d love to
join our team.

We can’t wait to
meet you!

